
As zerO cavity completes 12 glorious

years....



Welcome
to our

humble
clinic



Dynamic  Dr.Dhruti

Heart and soul of
zero cavity..not
only is she an

excellent doctor
but an amazing

person too.
Fun-filled, high
spirited, hard

working,
dedicated..

exceptional leader.
The way she

connects to her
patients shows us
true meaning of

empathy.
Mother of one  and

less to none.



Sincere  Dr.Snehal

 Sincere and self
disciplined but at the

same time
she is hardworking
 and a very helpful

person,
dedicated to her work,

smiling,
always ready 

with new ideas
 and patient centric.
mother to one and

favourite team
member!

zerO cavity 
is grateful 
to have her
 on board!



Always welcoming you with a smile..so if you are nervous
don't be.. she will put your mind at ease.. Loyal and

trustworthy and a precious asset to zero cavity.  Joined us at
the age of 18 has been the backbone of her family at such a

young age.zerO cavity is proudto have her on board!

Amazing Ayesha



Once you are on the dental chair, Akshara makes sure that
nothing goes wrong with your treatment..will help the

doctors carry out every procedure with ease. 
She is an amazing cook and its always a pleasure to taste
her finger licking food.zerO cavity is lucky to have her on

board!

Awesome Akshara



Our  newest member.. cheerful and eager to learn, get
used to this smiling face as you will be seeing more of

her. mama's girl..she wants to support her single
parent, her innocence makes her absolutely

loveable.zerO cavity is happy to have her on board!

Spirited  Sirisha



Its not always work but even fun !!
Lots of fun

chai..jalebis..games..and celebrations!!



Events and games

All s
et fo

r a war

And we all win!!

A little help!!

Blessings is all we need!!

happy!!!



Always ready for a selfie
open your mouth!! or

we will shoot you!!

zero cavity
we love food too!!Say cheeese!!

Miss. Tooth Fairy Mr. Dentist



We thank each and every
one of you for supporting
us and showing your trust

in us..


